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From monomers to polymers from renewable 

resources: recent advances 

Alessandro Gandini* and Talita M. Lacerda 

São Carlos Institute of Chemistry and São Carlos School of Engineering, University of São 

Paulo, 13566-590, São Carlos, SP, Brazil 

 

Abstract. Considering the state of affairs related to polymers and their applications, the plastic-

dependence of the modern society is evident and becomes now needless to mention. Together 

with that, the exhaustive discussion about the quick depletion of petroleum resources and the 

obvious alternative that lies on the great versatility of renewable feedstocks, it is clear that the 

most recent efforts should - and are - directed to design more sustainable polymers to replace the 

classic ones. This review aims to offer a panoramic overview of the recent progress, but mainly 

of the broad possibilities that are still available in the hands of researchers working on this topic.   
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